Helping Writers Keep Readers Engaged
Martha Stettinius
Copyediting and Proofreading

E-mail: martha@msedits.com
Phone and fax: 866-797-0481

www.msedits.com
As an independent copy editor and proofreader, I
care about the quality, clarity, and professionalism
of your written communications. Hiring MS Edits will
allow my 25 years of experience as an editor, executive assistant, research assistant, author, blogger,

My job—first and foremost—is to be your
advocate.
We live in an age of distractions and stiff competition. More than ever, your written materials

I check all the details—from punctuation and word
usage to page formatting and references—and ask

need active prose that will engage your readers.
Without the typos, grammatical blunders, and
other errors that diminish the effectiveness of
your writing, your message will ring clear and

the right questions. I know when to look things up,

true.

when to follow the rules, and when to point out that
certain rules are flexible or false. For every edit I

As the indie publisher of my own

and publisher to support your efforts.

suggest, I am able to provide a solid explanation.
I can copyedit and proofread online or on paper,
following the style manual of your choice (Chicago,

best-selling book of nonfiction
(insidedementia.com), I am sensitive to what it feels like to be

AP, APA, Yahoo!, or MLA) and in-house style guides.

on the receiving end of editing. I
understand the importance of copy

My experience:

editors and proofreaders interacting thoughtfully










books
e-books
articles (general interest)
research articles
websites
blogs
newsletters (print and digital)
academic papers and theses










brochures and flyers
press releases
proposals and RFPs
reports
land use surveys
conference proceedings
college applications
nonprofit annual reports

Additional services:



formatting and updating Web pages and blogs
writing for social media

Education:
MA, English Education,
Teachers College,
Columbia University
BA, History, Wells College,
summa cum laude
Poynter ACES Certificate
in Editing

with authors and publishers and completing
their work thoroughly and on time.
Professional memberships:
American Copy Editors Society, Copyediting, Editcetera,
Editorial Freelancers Association, Independent Book
Publishers Association

“For me, the first line of judgment with any editor

is whether she can write well herself,
so Martha's excellent prose was why I trusted
her with my writing in the first place.
She fully vindicates that trust: her feedback
is both excellent and respectful. It's a relief
to have someone else check my work so carefully
and with such a keen eye for detail."
— Linda B. Glaser, freelance writer

Contact me today to discuss your project!

